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Abstract In this study, by translating the Mindfulness
in Teaching Scale (MTS) developed by Frank, Jennings
and Greenberg [1] into Turkish, it was aimed to investigate
the psychometric properties of the Turkish version of the
scale among Turkish educators. The adaptation study of the
scale started with the linguistic equivalence study. After
revealing that the scale was equivalent to the original form
linguistically, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was
applied for the construct validity. As a result of CFA, it was
observed that the two-factor structure of goodness of fit
was excellent (c2/sd=2.111, IFI=.93, CFI=.93, GFI=.95
and RMSEA=.054) whereas the single factor structure was
at acceptable level (c2/sd=2.982, IFI=.87, CFI=.87,
GFI=.93 and RMSEA=.072) based on the compliance
index value calculations. The Cronbach's-alpha internal
consistency coefficient was found to be .64 for the
Interpersonal Mindfulness subscale, .80 for the
Intrapersonal Mindfulness subscale, and .78 for the whole
scale. While the corrected item total correlations ranged
from .30 to .65, it was found that t-test results for the scores
of the upper 27% and lower 27% groups were significant,
and the scale indicated significant relationships with the
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) (p<.05). In
order to determine the test-retest reliability, correlation
coefficient was found to be statistically significant in
accordance with the measurements made in 3-week
interval. Overall findings demonstrated that the
Mindfulness in Teaching Scale is a valid and reliable
measurement tool for Turkish educators.
Keywords Mindfulness in Teaching Scale, Validity,
Reliability

1. Introduction
Educators pursue their educational activities in the
classes, which are composed of students with different
emotional, social and academic needs. The challenges of

the situation that the maintenance of educational activities
in different fields and heterogeneous groups with various
needs are obvious. The teaching profession was shown as
one of the high-risk occupational groups – based on the
results of the work of the American Stress Institute - to
jeopardize health and to make it hard to struggle with daily
life problems [2]. Studies conducted in educational
organizations show that teachers are under an excessive
workload, and one third of them suffer from stress and burn
out [3,4,5]. It is a well-known premise that negative
emotions such as stress and burnout experienced by
educators are related with classroom climate and negative
behaviors of students [6] as well as with anger and anxiety
feelings of students who perceive the behaviors of teachers
negatively; therefore, related with low motivational levels,
too [7]. Teachers' personal stress and work-related
emotional exhaustion are known to hinder their ability to
provide consistent emotional support and positive behavior
management that children need for their positive
social-emotional development [8]. Therefore, the recent
studies focus on protective factors against the risk factors
faced by educators. Since the professional or emotional
problems experienced by the educators in the classroom are
reflected in the classroom environment and can negatively
affect the educational activities. For example, teacher's
emotional and behavioral competences, such as well-being,
emotional and professional self-efficacy and their prosocial
behaviors[9]. Furthermore, it is supported by various
studies that those competencies promote educator-student
relationship in a supportive manner, provide effective
classroom management and increase socio-emotional
learning in positive behaviors [10, 6]. The results of the
studies indicate that being resilient to socio-emotional risk
factors and having positive socio-emotional competencies
are very crucial for the educator to have personal
well-being, to improve the effectiveness of teaching
activities and classroom management.
In recent years, it was observed that mindfulness gained
an important place in the studies conducted in order to
reduce the impact of the socio-emotional risk factors
experienced by educators and to support the positive
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education-learning environments. Kabat-Zinn [11] defines
mindfulness as focusing attention on the experiences that
are occurring at the moment. According to Germer et al.
[12] mindfulness is related to decreasing the level of pain
and increasing our well-being in all experiences which are
positive, negative or neutral. This specific way of
consciousness is balancing one's negative feelings and
thoughts, in other words, neither excessive identification
with them, nor letting oneself go with these negative
emotions and thoughts. According to the Buddhist
psychological model [13], mindfulness reduces the clinical
symptoms of individuals and increases the well-being by
providing conscious awareness, acceptance/compassion,
and attention regulation.
Several studies revealed that educators' awareness is
negatively correlated with burnout [14] and stress levels
[15]. Napoli [16], based on the result of his interviews with
teachers, suggested that teachers use their awareness skills
(a) to help in curriculum development and implementation,
(b) to deal with conflict and anxiety, (c) to improve the
quality of their personal lives, and (d) to facilitate positive
changes in the classroom. While mindfulness-based stress
reduction programs for educators provide a reduction in
burnout, stress and various psychological symptoms of
educators; the increase in personal qualities such as
self-compassion and attention has been observed [17, 18,
19]. It is also known that conscious awareness programs for
educators provide a reduction in students' compelling
behaviors and negative social interactions [20] and an
increase in classroom management skills [14]. The effects
of the educator's mindfulness on the individual
characteristics as well as on the classroom environment and
the student behavior are quite remarkable.
According to Khoury [21], the attention and awareness
mechanisms underlying all definitions of conscious
awareness, from the eastern or western perspective,
combine both internal processes (e.g. bodily sensations)
and external stimuli (e.g. social / interpersonal interactions).
Therefore, awareness can be perceived equally as a
personal and interpersonal process. However, when the
literature on mindfulness is examined, it is observed that
social effects of personal mindfulness are more
emphasized whereas the investigation of mindfulness in a
social context remains limited. Langerian mindfulness,
also called as social-cognitive awareness, examined
mindfulness in social context, and revealed that the
consequences of some social behaviors were related to
mindfulness. However, there is a limited number of studies
on the interpersonal aspect of mindfulness. Especially, the
limitation of the measurement tools developed for the
purpose of examining the interpersonal mindfulness in
social contexts is considered to be an important
determinant at this point. Nevertheless, the development of
two measurement tools related to the social aspect of
awareness in recent years is a promising step in this regard.
In order to enable mindfulness to be measured in social

context, measurements of mindfulness in parenting and
mindfulness in teaching have been encountered.
The Mindfulness in Teaching Scale, which is important
for interpersonal mindfulness and measures mindfulness in
teaching processes, was developed by Frank, Jennings and
Greenberg[1]. The original form of the scale is composed
of 2 factors and 14 items, and the internal consistency
coefficient is over .70 for the subscales. Considering both
the therapeutic effects of mindfulness on educators and the
importance of it in interpersonal processes; in this study,
the adaptation process of the Mindfulness in Teaching
Scale for Turkish educators was conducted.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
The population of this study consists of 7681 Turkish
educators who conduct their educational activities in
Kadıköy and Ataşehir districts of İstanbul. The sample of
the study that was selected through convenient sampling
method consists of 409 educators working in different
education levels. Of the teachers who participated in the
study, 78.9% (n = 302) are female and 21.1% (n = 107) are
male. The age range of the participants is between 22-64
along with the mean age of 42, of the participants, 7.3% (n
= 30) are working in kindergarten, 31.3% (n = 128) in
primary school, 34.2% in secondary school (n = 140), and
27.1% (n = 111) in high school.
2.2. Materials
In order to collect the data on the socio-demographic
variables of the participants, the Personal Information
Form developed by the researchers was used together with
the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale [22] and the
Mindfulness in Teaching Scale [1]. Information about the
measurement tools used in the research is presented below.
2.2.1. Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS)
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) developed
by Brown and Ryan [22] is a 15-item scale that measures
the general tendency to be aware of instant experiences in
daily life and to pay attention to those experiences. MAAS
has a single factor structure and gives a single total score.
High scores obtained from the scale indicate high levels of
mindfulness. Both constructive and confirmatory factor
analyses were performed to determine the construct
validity of MAAS. In exploratory factor analysis, it was
confirmed that MAAS has a single factor structure. Factor
loadings vary between .27 and .78. According to the results
of confirmatory factor analysis, compliance indices
confirmed that MAAS showed single-factor structure.
(c2/sd) =189.57/90, GFI; .92, CFI:.91, RMSEA:.058). The
scale has the internal consistency coefficient of .82; the
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total correlations of the obtained items ranged between .25
and .72. Test-retest reliability of MAAS was found as .81.
For the criterion-related validity of MAAS; Big Five
Personality
Traits,
State
Mood
Inventory,
Mindfulness/Mindlessness Scale and Self-consciousness
Scale were used and significant relationships were
determined between them [22].
The Turkish adaptation study of the Mindful Attention
Awareness Scale (MAAS) was carried out by Özyeşil,
Arslan, Kesici and Deniz [23]. According to the
compliance statistics based on the confirmatory factor
analysis results of MAAS (c2 = 187.811, sd = 90, c2 / sd =
2.086, p <.01), the scale showed a one-dimensional
structure and had a goodness of fit which is an acceptable
model. In the item-total correlations, all items of MAAS
were over .40. The factor loadings of MAAS for each item
ranged from .484 to .805. In order to determine the
reliability of the scale, Cronbach Alpha internal
consistency coefficient calculated as .80 and test-retest
correlation was found as .86 depending upon item analysis.
2.2.2. Mindfulness in Teaching Scale (MTS)
The scale was developed by Frank, Jennings and
Greenberg [1] in order to measure the teachers'
mindfulness during the teaching processes. The original
form of the scale consists of 14 items. After the validity and
reliability analysis conducted with 397 teachers, the scale
was reported to consist of 2 factors which were
“intrapersonal” and “interpersonal” mindfulness. Cronbach
Alpha internal consistency coefficients were found to
be .861 for “Intrapersonal Mindfulness” and .711 for
“Interpersonal Mindfulness”. As a result of exploratory
factor analysis, it was observed that the factor loadings
ranged between .830 and .432. The two-factor structure
yielded from Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was
tested with the Confirmatory Factor Analysis and this
structure was found to be perfectly compatible with the
data (χ2 =105.36, p=0.015, TLI=0.969, CFI=0.974,
RMSEA=0.038). For criterion validity of the original scale,
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS), Maslach
Burnout Inventory (MBI), Teacher Socio-Emotional
Self-Efficacy Scale and Teachers Behavior Management
Self-Efficacy Scale. As a result of criterion validity study,
it was discovered that the original scale was significantly
correlated with all of these constructs. A 6-month
test-retest reliability was also indicated to be statistically
significant.
The Korean version of Mindfulness in Teaching Scale
(MTS) indicated a 2-factor structure just as the original
scale. The results of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA),
monitored that each subscale had satisfactory internal
consistency. The subscales were positively associated with
mindfulness, teacher competence and occupational
satisfaction whereas negatively associated with
occupational stress and teacher burnout [24].
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2.3. Procedure
After the required permissions were obtained from the
Istanbul Governorship and Istanbul Provincial Directorate
of National Education, the study was conducted with the
teachers on a volunteer basis who had been working in
various educational levels in Istanbul. A total of 409
teachers participated in the study.
2.4. Data Analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis was applied in order to test
the convenience of the original factor structure of the
Mindfulness in Teaching Scale to Turkish teachers. Firstly,
missing values were scanned in order to make data to fit
CFA and it was observed that the number of cells
belonging to these values was below 5%. The data of 22
participants were excluded from the analysis together with
the participants who indicated extreme values for the
criterion of CFA assumptions and those who did not meet
the criteria for Z score ± 3.29 [25]. Lastly, the normality
assumption of CFA was determined by scanning the
skewness and kurtosis parameters while the linearity
assumption was analyzed by the distribution graph. As a
result, it was found that the data had a normal and linear
distribution for the sample [26].
Corrected item-total score correlations were calculated
in order to determine how sufficient the items in the
subscales were to differentiate individuals in terms of the
characteristics they measured. Then, the relationship
between the lower 27% and the upper 27% groups was
investigated. The reliability of the scale was analyzed by
Cronbach alpha internal consistency coefficient and
test-retest correlation.

3. Findings
The findings obtained as a result of the analyses made
for the adaptation of the Mindfulness in Teaching Scale
into Turkish are presented below.
3.1. The Translation of the Mindfulness in Teaching
Scale into Turkish
The translation of the Mindfulness in Teaching Scale
(MTS) into Turkish which the original form of is English
firstly done by the authors. The convenience of both
translation and measurement tool was evaluated by five
experts at the PhD level. Following the corrections made in
line with the feedback received from the experts, the
opinions of a Turkish linguist from the Turkish language
field and the remarks of the two measurement-evaluation
experts on the form, the material structure and the rating of
the inventory were taken. The scale was not back translated
into English in order to avoid item bias [27].
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3.2. Validity and Reliability Analysis Findings of the
Mindfulness in Teaching Scale
Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted for the
construct validity of the Turkish inventory. In order to test
the convergent validity, the relationship of the scale with
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) was
examined. After validity studies, reliability analyses were
performed. The internal consistency coefficient was
calculated to determine the reliability of MTS. The relation
between the lower 27% group and the upper 27% group,
and test-retest correlations were investigated.

correlations (r=.93) were strong; however, it was observed
that the two subscales were correlated with each other at
moderate level (r=.32).
3.2.2. Findings Related to Reliability

MTS Cronbach Alpha Internal Consistency
Coefficient Findings. The internal consistency coefficient
of MTS was calculated separately for the two factors as
well as for the whole scale. As a result of the conducted
analyses, it was found that the Cronbach alpha internal
consistency coefficient was .80 for Intrapersonal
Mindfulness subscale, was .64 for the Interpersonal
Mindfulness subscale, and was .78 for the whole scale.
3.2.1. Findings Regarding Validity
MTS T-Test Findings for Comparison of Upper 27%
Findings of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). The and Lower 27% Groups. The results of the t-test conducted
original factor structure of the MTS was tested with CFA. to analyze the significance of the difference between MTS
First of all, compliance statistics were conducted for the corrected item total correlations and the mean score of the
two latent variable (two-factor) model, as in the original upper 27% and the lower 27% groups are presented in
scale. The goodness of fit index values were also examined. Table-1.
The criterion indices used to test the goodness of fit of the
scale are normed chi square value, Tucker-Lewis index Table 1. Independent Group T-Test for the Comparison of Upper 27%
(TLI) and comparative fit index (CFI), root mean square and Lower 27% Groups and Item Total Correlations
error of approximation (RMSEA) and goodness of fit index
Item Total
T (upper %27
Item No.
Factor
Correlations
-lower%27)
(GFI) [25]. Firstly, 2nd item with factor loading below .30
was removed from the further analyses. Since the error
Intrapersonal
1
.304
8.336***
covariance of two item pairs was found to be high, those
7
.532
11.124***
item pairs were linked together as those items can be
8
.535
11.978***
regarded as culturally close to each other. And in the final
9
.454
14.641***
stage, along with these adjustments, the goodness of fit
10
.645
19.195***
values were found as c2/sd=2.111, IFI=.93, CFI=.93,
GFI=.95 and RMSEA=.054. In the two-factor model, the
11
.475
20.697***
factor loadings ranked between .30 and .70. In the CFA
12
.624
13.647***
analysis conducted to test the single factor structure of the
13
.425
11.663***
scale (General Mindfulness in Teaching), the goodness of
14
.481
9.605***
fit values were found as c2/sd=2.982, IFI=.87, CFI=.87,
Interpersonal
3
.473
11.131***
GFI=.93 and RMSEA=.072 for the 13 item single factor
structure after the 2nd item with factor loading below .30
4
.373
12.048***
was removed and the necessary modifications were made.
5
.514
11.685***
It was observed that the factor loadings of the General
6
.328
12.048***
Mindfulness in Teaching test were found to be .30 and
***p<.001
above except for 2 items (item 4 = .25 and item 6 = .26).
According to the fit indices, being c2/sd below 3 [25] and
MTS Test-Retest Reliability. For the test-retest study,
being RMSEA below .08 indicates the acceptability of both the measurement tool was administered to a group of 30
models whereas CFI, GFI and AGFI values are in the range people at 3-week intervals. Based on the result of the
of .90-1.00 as expected in a two-factor model showing that Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, the
the single-factor model partially met this criterion.
test-retest coefficients were found to be r = .88 (p <.001)
Convergent validity findings. For the convergent for the Interpersonal Mindfulness subscale, r = .58 (p <.01)
validity of MTS, the relationship between the scale and for the Intrapersonal Mindfulness subscale, and r = .83 for
MAAS was examined. According to the results of Pearson the total score of the scale (p<.001).
Correlation Analysis, it was found that the total score of
MAAS was correlated with the subscale scores of MTS
Intrapersonal Mindfulness subscale as r=.619, is correlated 4. Discussion
with Interpersonal Mindfulness subscale scores as r=.178
and is correlated with total score of MTS as r=.581
In this research, the adaptation study of the Mindfulness
(p<.001). When the correlations between subscales and the in Teaching Scale-MTS [1] that measures the mindfulness
total scores of MTS were examined, the intrapersonal (r of educators in educational environments was conducted
= .65) and the interpersonal mindfulness subscales for Turkish educators. In this context, for the adaptation of
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the original scale in Turkish sample (i) CFA, (ii)
convergent validity, (iii) internal-consistency coefficient,
(iv) independent group t test comparing upper-lower 27%
groups, and (v) test-retest score correlations were
examined.
Following the linguistic equivalence study, CFA was
conducted to test the two-factor structure of the original
scale. In the first part, item factor loadings were examined
and then 2nd item having factor loading below .30 was
excluded from the analysis (Brown, 2006). After this
process, the model was tested and the two factor pairs with
high error covariance with each other in the two-factor
model were linked together, and the analysis was continued.
Results indicated that the 2-factor model was very well
adapted into the Turkish sample (c2 / sd = 2.111, IFI = .93,
CFI = .93, GFI = .95 and RMSEA = .054) and item factor
loadings were all above .30. It was observed that the single
factor structure of the scale (Global Mindfulness in
Teaching) was also at acceptable levels (c2 / sd = 2.982, IFI
= .87, CFI = .87, GFI = .93 and RMSEA = .072). Due to the
broadband nature of mindfulness as a measured construct,
two items with the factor loadings being less than .30 were
also kept in the scale [28].
The convergent validity study of the scale was
performed with MAAS. Significant positive correlations
were found between MAAS scores and the Intrapersonal
Mindfulness subscale (r = .619), the Interpersonal
Mindfulness subscale (r = .179), and the total score of
mindfulness in teaching (r = .581) (p<.05). In the
adaptation study of the original scale to the Korean sample,
the correlation coefficient between mindfulness and
Intrapersonal Mindfulness subscale was found as .572,
between mindfulness and the Interpersonal Mindfulness
subscale as .359, and between mindfulness and total score
of Mindfulness in Teaching Scales .598 [24]. The
relationship of general mindfulness to the Intrapersonal
Mindfulness subscale and the total score of the MTS were
found to be strong in Turkish version as it was also the case
in the Korean version of the scale.
When the correlations between the total score of MTS
and the subscales were examined, it was explored that the
total score had strong correlation with both Intrapersonal (r
= .65) and Interpersonal Mindfulness subscales (r = .93).
However, the two subscales were correlated with each
other at moderate levels (r = .32). The result that the
correlation coefficient between the Intrapersonal
Mindfulness during instructional processes and MTS
scores was close to 1 is thought to be related to the number
of items in the subscales. 9 items of the 13-item scale are in
the Intrapersonal Mindfulness subscale while 4 items are in
the Interpersonal Mindfulness subscale. Therefore, it is
thought that it will be useful to add representative items to
the Interpersonal Mindfulness subscale and to re-examine
the subscale correlations after these additions for further
studies.
The internal consistency coefficient was found to be .64
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for the Interpersonal Mindfulness subscale, to be .80 for the
Intrapersonal Mindfulness subscale, and to be .78 for the
whole scale. Considering that the internal consistency
coefficient is a function of the number of items in the scale
[29] and the strong correlation between Intrapersonal
Mindfulness subscale and the total score of MTS (r = .913),
the opinion for the need to add items to the interpersonal
conscious awareness subscale is also strengthened.
Finally, statistically significant correlations were found
between the upper and lower 27% groups for item analysis;
the positive correlation of this relationship indicated that
the internal consistency of the MTS-TR was high.
Moreover, the statistical significance of the re-test
correlations with 3-week intervals revealed that MTS-TR
is a reliable measurement tool.
In the light of all these findings, it can be seen that MTS
is an appropriate measurement tool to measure the
mindfulness of Turkish educators in teaching processes.
The sample of the study was formed by convenient
sampling. In terms of generalizability of the results, it is
considered as appropriate to use the scale in researches
using random or stratification sampling methods. In this
study, the sample group consists of kindergarten,
elementary school, middle school and high school teachers.
Similar studies to be carried out in the future may be
beneficial to the relevant literature through offering results
from different educational institutions such as universities
and vocational training centers. It is hoped that MTS will
be used in studies on teaching processes and positive
teaching.
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